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Tool rooms often fi nd themselves involved in a debate for not 
meeting the timelines. In order to meet the timelines, there 
is an urgent need to use the latest digital tools. It will also 
improve productivity in the project environment. 

The ever-increasing expectations of our customers is 
putting tremendous pressure on tool rooms to adopt the latest 
production methods and technologies. Instead of feeling pressurised, 
tool rooms should look at it as an opportunity. The changing customer 
demand will result in the enhancement of our infrastructure and 
know-how, which will eventually lead to bigger business opportunities.

I would encourage everyone to evolve, and for that, we must digitize our 
manufacturing processes from end-to-end to serve the manufacturing 
needs. Tooling being the backbone industry cannot stay behind to adopt 
the latest technologies such as industry 4.0, and cloud manufacturing, 
among others.   

I would also request the young engineers to apply their knowledge 
of software for improvements in all the areas of manufacturing and 
toolmaking. The industry needs fresh ideas. Further, we must involve 
everyone in digital applications to make the manufacturing process more 
productive and effi  cient.

Let us remember, our future is in our own hands. How we react to the 
changing demand will defi ne our future. The user industry is changing, 
and so are customer expectations, the manufacturing methods are also 
evolving. Therefore, we cannot aff ord to not innovate.

So, let’s innovate to thrive.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

D. K. Sharma

President



Meusburger India Pvt Ltd.
T +91 98450 62529 

sales@meusburger.in

CAVITY PRESSURE SENSORS
MORE FLEXIBILITY THANKS TO AN EXPANSION 
OF THE PRODUCT RANGE

The new single wire and mini coax cables together with the multi-channel connector 
provide efficiency for injection moulding. This is made possible by minimising the 
amount of cabling on the machine. 

CHARACTERISTICS:

Merge several sensor cables in the mould

Quick and easy to connect

Minimised risk of mix-ups when changing moulds

Available from stock



Over the past two decades, automation has not only been transforming 
shop fl oors around the world, but also the nature of how parts are 
made, and the economics of diff erent manufacturing industries. While 
industries across the globe would vouch for its effi  ciency and accuracy, 
several Indian shop fl oors, especially SMEs, are reluctant to bring 

automation to their tool rooms.   

But times are changing! COVID-19 has struck all the sectors, including manufacturing. 
The time has come for manufacturing SMEs and toolmakers to speed up their 
technology adoption process.  

At a time when there is greater thrust on contactless environment, higher effi  ciency 
and accuracy, the demand for automation technologies has increased manifold, with 
industries and companies looking at ways to ensure safety, effi  ciency, productivity, and 
profi tability.

The Indian IT industry body, NASSCOM, in a recently released report titled, ‘COVID-19 
– Tipping for Automation’, says that the pandemic has acted as a catalyst for the 
development of automation technologies. This means that the adoption of automation 
is not just an option, but a compulsion, if you want to stay in business.

The ‘In Focus’ section of this edition of TAGMA Times has a full report on how automation 
could be a game-changer for Indian toolmakers. Apart from this, this power-packed 
edition also features a case study, technical articles, and opinions.

If you have opted for automation at your shop fl oor and would like to share your 
experiences with us, do write to us. We will be happy to feature you. 

EDITORIAL

Automate or stagnate…    

EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD

N. Reguraj,

MD, NTTF & Founder President, 
TAGMA

D K Sharma,

President, 
TAGMA 

D Shanmugasundaram, 

Vice President, 
TAGMA

Nishant Kashyap

Editor
nishant@antechmedia.in
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Business Update 

Economy showing convincing return to growth: ASSOCHAM Assessment 

on State of Economy

India among top 3 choices for future investments: CII-EY FDI Survey

BRAVING the unprecedented global 
health crisis, the Indian economy has 
shown remarkable resilience over the 
last few months. Lead indicators such as 
manufacturing PMI, exports, rail freight 
and energy consumption are returning 
to a clear growth trajectory with fi rm 
signals of further improvement, a latest 
ASSOCHAM Assessment on State of 
Economy (AASE) pointed out.

“Be it India’s Purchasing Managers’ 
Index (PMI - Manufacturing) or PMI 
for Services, robust recovery is visible. 
The PMI for Manufacturing expanded 
to 56.8 in September 2020, the highest 
since January 2012. The PMI for 
Services expanded for the fi fth straight 
month in September to 49.8 from 
41.8 in August. In other words, 
according to the outlook measured by 
the best-tracked global gauge, about 
57 per cent of purchase managers for 
manufacturing and about 50 per cent 
for services expect the two vital pillars 
of the economy to expand,” AASE 
noted.

The chamber’s assessment pointed 
towards a further pick up in the coming 
months. “As a nation, we are giving a 
solid fi ght to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
With the unlocking of the economy 
almost complete, people 
are returning to work, wearing masks 
and maintaining social distancing. 
However, a continuous campaign 
by the Centre, states and the local 
governments would be required 
to reinforce these habits further,” 
ASSOCHAM secretary general, Mr. 
Deepak Sood said.

He also stated that undaunted by the 
health emergency, the government 
under the leadership of Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi, has pressed the 
accelerator for reforms in labour laws, 
agriculture, defence production and 
incentives to domestic manufacturing.   

Collection for the Goods and Services 
Tax (GST) at INR 95,500 crore for 
September showed year-on-year 
improvement of four per cent, reversing 

from a negative trend for the previous 
six months. As more and more services 
reopen and the consumers learn more 
about dealing with the pandemic, 
the GST collections are expected to 
pick up further. 

The rail freight, yet another critical 
indicator, showed a 15 per cent growth 
YoY in September. Similarly, annualised 
power consumption was up 4.6 per 
cent for the month at 113.5 billion 
units. Exports too have returned to the 
positive territory, logging in 5.27 per 
cent annualised growth at USD 27.4 
billion for September.

“As we have been pointing out, there 
would be a marked improvement in 
the third and fourth quarter. With the 
festival season kicking in, the consumer 
spending shows positive signals. 
Cautious optimism should soon replace 
the entire cash conservation mind-set,” 
Mr Sood said, adding once the vaccine 
is in place, the optimism would be 
pronounced. 

THE CII-EY survey results strongly 
indicate that India will be the next 
global investment hotspot with a high 
proportion of sample MNCs placing it at 
the top of their investment agenda. 

“The recent major structural reforms, 
proactive government processes 
and the quick pickup in economic 
activity following unlock measures 
are contributing to global investors’ 
interest,” said Mr Chandrajit Banerjee, 
Director General, CII.

According to the survey, for more than 
two-thirds of the MNC respondents, 
India is the number one choice 
for future investments. The survey 
shows that more than 80% of all the 

respondents and 71% of the non-Indian 
headquartered respondents plan to 
make investments globally in the 
next 2-3 years. About 30% of companies 
are planning to invest more than 
USD 500 million.

About 50% of respondents see India 
amongst the top three economies or 
leading manufacturing destinations 
of the world by 2025. The respondents 
have pinned down market potential, 
skilled workforce, and political stability 
as the top three reasons to make India 
their favoured destination.

To aid the economy, the government 
had recently announced an INR 20 
trillion Atmanirbhar Bharat package. 

36% of respondents believe that 
the package will have a ‘somewhat 
signifi cant’ impact in tackling the 
COVID-19 induced slowdown. 

Recent reforms in the country such 
as corporate tax cuts, ease of doing 
business measures, simplifi cation of 
labour laws, FDI reforms, and focus 
on human capital have emerged as the 
top drivers for FDI.

For 40% of the non-Indian HQ 
companies, simplifi cation of labour 
laws and FDI reforms are very 
signifi cant, while 52% of the Indian HQ 
companies believe corporate tax rate 
reduction would be the prime mover of 
future FDI.



INNOVATING FOR
INNOVATORS

www.LucchiniRS.com
DIE & MOULD INDIA 2021
Visit us at Booth C-03 - Hall No.1

INDIA-2021
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Tata Motors achieves the milestone of producing 4 million passenger 

vehicles
TATA Motors recently 
announced a landmark 
achievement of producing 
4 million passenger vehicles 
in India, since its inception. 
The company expressed its 
gratitude to the tremendous 
customer support that has 
made this accomplishment 
possible. In the light of this, 
Tata Motors has launched 
the ‘We Love You 4 Million’ 
campaign to honour the 
support of its customers 
through this successful 
journey.

Over the years, Tata Motors 
has produced legendary 
vehicles like the Indica, 
Sierra, Sumo, Safari and the 
Nano that have played a 
pivotal role in shaping the 
country in its post-economic 
liberalisation era. These 
iconic vehicles have broken 
barriers across categories 
in the Indian automobile 
sector. With the launch of 
the Tata Safari, the company 
pioneered the concept 
of a ‘lifestyle SUV’ to the 
industry, thereby creating 
the most aspirational four-
wheeler for its customers. 
In honour of the legacy of 
Mr. Sumant Moolgaonkar, 
Tata Motors introduced the 
fi rst-ever MPV in Tata Sumo. 
With Indica, the company 
changed the customer 
perception in terms of 
how a passenger vehicle is 
received. In the more recent 
past, Tata Motors redefi ned 
the entry-level car and the 
compact SUV segment with 
the rollout of the Tiago and 
the Nexon, respectively.

As of today, with its 

New Forever BS6 range 
consisting of the Tiago, 
Tigor, Nexon, Harrier and 
Altroz, the company has 
the youngest and the 
safest product portfolio in 
the market. Tata Motors 
has been India’s fi rst car 
manufacturer to have 
received a 5-star Global 
NCAP rating for its model, 
the Nexon. Tata Motors 

is also India’s largest EV 
manufacturer with 67% 
market share and is leading 
the way on electric vehicle 
adoption in India.

The company had achieved 
the 1 million production 
mark for passenger vehicles 
in 2005-06, 3 million in 2015 
and the 4 million production 
milestone was achieved 
this year.

Commenting on this historic 
event, Mr. Shailesh Chandra 
– President, Tata Motors 
Passenger Vehicles Business 
Unit, said, “As India’s home-
grown automotive brand, 

we are delighted to have 
reached this prominent 
milestone for our passenger 
vehicles’ segment. Since 
its inception, Tata Motors’ 
commitment to introducing 
products that have the 
best-in-class safety, design 
and performance has 
brought to life the vision 
of our Chairman Emeritus 
Mr. Ratan Tata. Over the last 

30 years, we have rolled 
out icons that have not 
only catered to evolving 
customer needs, but also 
set new benchmarks in 
their respective segments. 
Our ‘New Forever’ range 
of passenger vehicles 
only strengthens our 
commitment towards 
our customers. In a bid 
to become future ready, 
we have embarked on a 
sustainability journey with 
EVs and are leading India’s 
journey towards sustainable 
transportation.”

In the last 3 decades, the 
company has not only 

rolled out class-defi ning 
products, but has also 
signifi cantly evolved in 
terms of manufacturing and 
technology. Tata Motors was 
the fi rst Indian company 
to develop indigenous 
capabilities from the design, 
development, validation 
and manufacturing 
stages as well as have a 
streamlined sales and 

service operations, all under 
one umbrella. It was also 
the fi rst car manufacturer 
to install a crash-test 
facility in India. As of today, 
Tata Motors has in-house 
design and simulation 
studios that execute rapid 
prototyping, digital product 
development, and a fully-
equipped emission testing 
facilities to enhance its 
engineering capabilities, 
thereby developing best-
in-class products. Tata 
Motors has state-of-the-art 
manufacturing facilities at 
Chikhali, Pune; Sanand in 
Gujarat; and the FIAPL plant 
at Ranjangaon in Pune.

Business Update 
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Hindustan Zinc to set-up state-of-the-art zinc smelter plant with zero 

liquid discharge in Gujarat
HINDUSTAN Zinc Limited (HZL), the 
largest zinc producer in the country 
and among the top fi ve globally, 
recently signed a Memorandum 
of Understanding (MoU) with the 
Government of Gujarat to set up 
300 KTPA greenfi eld zinc smelter at 
Doswada, GIDC. 

Spread over 415 acres, the facility will 
entail an investment of INR 5,000 to 
INR 10,000 crore in phases, create more 
than 5,000 direct and indirect jobs and 
will be operational by 2022. The new 
facility, which is the fi rst for Hindustan 
Zinc in the state of Gujarat, will be set 
up with zero discharge technology and 
will be among the lowest cost smelters 
in the world. Located in proximity with 
port and key markets of consumption, 
the new facility will produce zinc and 
other minor metals.

The MoU was recently signed by Mr. M. 
K. Das, IAS, Addl. Chief Secy, Industries 
and Mines, Govt of Gujarat and Mr. 
Arun Misra, CEO, Hindustan Zinc, in 
the presence of Hon’ble Chief Minister 
of Gujarat, Shri. Vijay Rupani. Mr. Anil 
Agarwal, Founder and Non-Executive, 
Chairman, Vedanta Limited, virtually 
attended the signing. This is one of 
the largest MoUs signed by the state 
of Gujarat under the state’s modifi ed 
industrial policy.

Speaking on the occasion, Shri Vijay 
Rupani, Hon’ble Chief Minister of 
Gujarat, said, “We will extend all 
support to ensure that the plant is 
commissioned in stipulated time. 
The plant will substantially increase 
employment and thereby, boost the 
economy in the region.” 

The Doswada GIDC is located in Tapi, 
and off ers unmatched proximity to 
the existing Hazira port (110 kms) and 
upcoming Megdala port (90 kms). The 

new facility will be a model plant. It 
will incorporate the latest technology, 
automation and highest standards 
of environment and health safety 
compliance.

Commenting on the MoU, Mr. Anil 
Agarwal said, “It is my honour to lead 
the foray of our group company, 
Hindustan Zinc, into the illustrious 
state of Gujarat. At Vedanta Group, 
we believe that tough times are the 
best times to invest into the future. 
This new plant is not just a world-class 
facility, but the culmination of the 
Group’s learning in creating a model 
that embodies the highest standards 
of effi  ciency, eco-friendliness, 
technology and automation, quality 
and infrastructure. Given the 
reputation of Gujarat as an industrial 
hub of the country, it is our pleasure 
to build our dream project in zinc
here. With this facility, we will 
together take India to the map of most 
effi  cient producers of zinc in the 
world. We have set out on a path 
towards Hon’ble Prime Minister 
Modi’s vision of an ‘Atmanirbhar 
Bharat’. With this pioneering initiative, 
I would like to thank Hon’ble CM for 

giving us an opportunity to lead 
the way.”

The new facility will be in close 
proximity to the downstream user 
industries. Besides, it will aid in the 
development of industrial clusters as 
well as ancillary industries in the future.

On the occasion of signing the MoU, 
Mr. Arun Misra said, “The Vedanta 
Group and Hindustan Zinc have always 
held community development and 
upliftment agenda as the focal point 
of our business. We are excited to 
set up coast-based operations in the 
state of Gujarat; the location couldn’t 
be more apt for this project. We plan 
to complete the Doswada unit by 
2022. This plant will not only create 
jobs for thousands of people in the 
state; but more importantly, it will set 
a benchmark among the industry as 
an environmentally-responsible and 
future-ready facility.” 

Hindustan Zinc has been a pioneer in 
multiple technology-led and operations 
initiatives. Recently, the company 
launched EVOLVE, India’s fi rst online 
marketplace for non-ferrous metals.

Business Update 

THE DETAILS   

 This greenfi eld 300 KTPA Zinc Smelter Plant at Doswada, GIDC, will spread 
over 415 acres.

 It is one of the largest MoUs under the state’s modifi ed industrial policy 
that was signed by Mr. M. K. Das, IAS, Addl. Chief Secy, Industries and Mines, 
Govt of Gujarat and Mr. Arun Misra, CEO, Hindustan Zinc, in the presence of 
Hon’ble Chief Minister of Gujarat.

 Mr. Anil Agarwal, Founder and Non-Executive, Chairman, Vedanta Limited, 
virtually attended the signing ceremony.

 The company’s new smelter, its fi rst in the state of Gujarat, will create more 
than 5,000 direct and indirect jobs

 Upon completion, this will be among the lowest cost smelters in the world.
 The plant will be fully operational by 2022 with an investment of INR 5,000 to 

INR 10,000 crore in phases. 
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Hitachi ABB Power Grids India wins INR 100 crore order from HPCL

Rajasthan Refi nery Limited

HITACHI ABB Power Grids in India has 
recently won a project worth more than 
INR 100 crore from HPCL Rajasthan 
Refi nery Limited (HRRL), a joint 
venture between state-run Hindustan 
Petroleum Corporation Limited and 
the Government of Rajasthan. The 
infrastructure development will 
help to power its new refi nery and 
petrochemical project in the Barmer 
district of Rajasthan.

With a total processing capacity of 
nine million metric tonnes per annum, 
this project is aimed at producing 
clean fuels and feedstock for textile, 
packaging and petroleum industries. It 
is expected to create about 1,000 direct 
jobs upon completion, and up to 40,000 
indirect jobs during construction, while 
contributing to Rajasthan’s economic 
development.

Hitachi ABB Power Grids is delivering 
a 220/66-kilovolt (kV) substation to 
assimilate power from the state grid 
and deliver it smoothly and effi  ciently 
to the Barmer refi nery. Gas-insulated 
switchgear (GIS), with its compact 
and low-maintenance design, will 
be installed, enabling the refi nery to 
conserve space.

To maximise power availability, the 
substation is equipped with advanced 
substation automation systems to 
control and protect HRRL’s grid. It is 
also deploying industry-leading power 
transformers, to further enhance power 
infrastructure safety and effi  ciency.

“We are very pleased to be lending 
support to this project, which 
will further propel infrastructure 
development, economic revival and 

job creation in the state,” said N Venu, 
Managing Director, Hitachi ABB Power 
Grids in India. 

“India is the third-biggest consumer of 
oil. Refi ners need to prime themselves 
ahead of time to avoid potential 
supply disruptions. Reliable power is 
indispensable for that and we are glad 
to have been chosen as the trusted 
partner by HRRL. With this project, as 
a company, we have taken another 
step forward in meeting the future 
energy demands with our pioneering 
technology solutions,” Venu added.

This project is part of Hitachi ABB Power 
Grids broader strategy to penetrate 
the industrial segment and highlights 
its long-standing leadership in grid 
connections and power quality. 

Business Update 

GKN Automotive to establish advanced global e-mobility software 

engineering centre in India 
GKN Automotive, a global leader in 
automotive technologies, recently 
announced joining forces with Tata 
Technologies, a global engineering and 
product development digital services 
company, to establish and set up an 
advanced global e-mobility software 
engineering centre in India.

The new centre, based in Bengaluru, 
will utilise Tata Technology’s expertise 
in electric and embedded systems and 
its ability to attract India’s software 
engineering talent. 

A widespread recruitment drive has 
now started to attract world-class 
talent to develop GKN Automotive’s 
next-generation e-Drive technologies, 
reshaping the future of e-mobility for 

forthcoming electrifi ed vehicles. Once 
established and fully operational, it will 
become a dedicated GKN Automotive 
facility.

Liam Butterworth, CEO, GKN 
Automotive, said, “This is a crucial 
milestone for GKN Automotive. Working 
with Tata Technologies is essential 
in helping us establish this centre in 
India and draw upon the world-class 
software engineering talent there. Our 
e-Drive technologies have already put 
us in a market-leading position, but this 
programme will help us accelerate our 
growth, expanding and improving our 
products and widening our customer 
base. We are excited about our 
collaboration with Tata Technologies in 
an increasingly electrifi ed future.”

Warren Harris, Managing Director and 
CEO of Tata Technologies, said, “With a 
vision of ‘engineering a better world’, 
Tata Technologies enables global OEMs 
and Tier-1 to  manufacture and realise 
better products through its product 
design and engineering capabilities. 
This collaboration with GKN Automotive 
will signifi cantly contribute towards the 
development of the next-generation 
of electric vehicles that are sustainable 
and help us achieve a greener world.” 

Following delays brought about by the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the new software 
engineering centre was completed 
in just six months. It houses a design 
studio and laboratories. By the end of 
the year, it will be home to over 100 
world-class engineers and support staff .
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WITH the MD377 Supreme and 
the MC377 Advance, Walter off ers 
two solid carbide milling cutters,  
especially for titanium. The fi rst is a 
high-end specialist for the aviation and 
aerospace industry; the second is a 
highly cost-eff ective tool for universal 
use. Both solid carbide milling cutters 
are suitable for roughing, fi nishing 
and semi-fi nishing as well as for full 
slotting, ramping, shoulder milling 
and plunging. In addition, the MD377 
Supreme is suitable for dynamic milling. 
The MC377 Advance without internal 
cooling can also be used for chrome-
nickel and steel materials, as well as 
titanium. The comprehensive range 
features products with diameters from 
2 mm, which makes them particularly 
attractive for small parts manufacturers 
in the medical technology sector, the 
food industry and the watchmaking 

industry. Alongside the possibilities 
of universal use, the long tool life of 
the Walter WK40EA grade and the 

international availability of Walter’s 
reconditioning service add to its list of 
advantages.

The MD377 Supreme has been 
developed in the aviation and 
aerospace industry and is, therefore, 
precisely matched to its requirements. 
The titanium specialist, with a 
central coolant supply, represents 

a benchmark when it comes to 
machining engine components and 
structural components. It allows for 
tight tolerances and stands out thanks 
to its extremely high metal removal 
rate. The high-end titanium milling 
cutter diff ers from the MC377 Advance, 
which can be used universally, through 
its fi ve cutting edges (for optimised 
productivity), reduced vibrations 
(thanks to the diff erential pitch) and 
the latest Walter-exclusive AlTiN+ZrN 
coating with HIPIMS technology. It 
guarantees the maximum tool life, even 
when faced with titanium’s diffi  cult 
cutting properties. 

In addition to the standard range, with 
diameters from 6 mm and cutting 
lengths up to 2×D, Walter also off ers 
custom-designed tools via the Xpress 
service with short delivery times.

Technology Update

A specialist and an all-rounder: Tools for titanium with twice the expertise

Mastercam announces new optimised 5-axis post processor for 

FANUC CNCs
CNC Software, Inc., 
developers of Mastercam 
CAD/CAM software, and 
FANUC America, a leading 
factory automation solutions 
provider, have introduced 
a new post processor 
designed to optimise 5-axis 
capabilities in FANUC CNCs. 
The post processor allows 
advanced machine tool 
operators to reduce their 
cycle times while boosting 
part accuracy, particularly for 
CAD/CAM generated 5-axis 
simultaneous contouring 
part processes.

“Growing our relationship 
with FANUC was an 
opportunity that would 
continue to benefi t our 

customer base and enhance 
our post processors. Working 
with the FANUC team was 
benefi cial on the creation of 
the new FANUC 5-axis post 

to run the FANUC 30i-B and 
30i-B Plus series controls. 
This collaboration ensured 
that we provided FANUC’s 
best methods of running 
their controls. Without a 
doubt, our new 5-axis post 
processor will bring the 
highest productivity gains to 
machine tools for customers,” 
says Mastercam Post 
Department Manager Pedro 
Sanchez, Jr.

A growing number of 
manufacturing industries, 
such as aerospace, 
medical, and mould 
and die job shops, are 
incorporating 5-axis 
simultaneous processing 
in their operations. By 

optimising FANUC CNCs 
with Mastercam’s new post 
processor, machine tools will 
be able to produce parts, 
modeled in the CAD system, 
more precisely.

“For 5-axis simultaneous 
contouring, a quality CAD/
CAM system is critical,” says 
Rick Schultz, Aerospace 
Program Manager for 
FANUC America. “FANUC has 
worked closely with CNC 
Software to make it easy 
for programmers to create 
optimal toolpaths using 
the advanced algorithms 
available in the 5-axis 
Milling Standard Package for 
FANUC’s 30i-B and 30i-B Plus 
Series controls.”
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Kennametal introduces new line of PCD tools 

FARO launches latest vantage laser tracker 6DOF Probe 

KENNAMETAL has introduced a new 
line of PCD round tools for aluminum 
machining that delivers up to 10 times 
higher productivity than carbide 
tooling. The new line of drills, reamers 
and end mills provides exceptional 
tool life and wear resistance even in 
very abrasive aluminum alloys and are 
available with very short lead times.

“Our new PCD round tools line enables 
our customers to machine aluminum 
signifi cantly faster, for greater 
productivity on the shop fl oor,” says 
Michael Hacker, Product Manager, 
Kennametal. “In drilling and reaming 
operations, these tools consistently 
perform at cutting speeds of up to 900 
m/min (3,000 SFM). Milling operations 

can be performed at an incredible 
6.000 m/min (20,000 SFM)—far higher 
than non-PCD tooling.” 

Long tool life, high productivity 
gains 
With through-the-tool coolant 
capabilities and an MQL-ready 

interface, these PCD round tools 
are ideal for both rough and fi nish 
machining.

Extremely sharp cutting edges and 
low-friction rake surfaces eliminate 
concerns over built-up-edge. Low 
friction machining also produces 
superior surfaces in fi nishing 
operations, such as reaming. Surface 
roughness of Ra 0,1–0,8 μm (0.0025–
0.02 μ-in) is achievable – far superior to 
conventional carbide tooling.

PCD grade KD1410 assures extended 
tool life and is particularly benefi cial 
in the high silicon content aluminum 
used to make automotive parts like 
engine blocks or cylinder heads.

FARO Technologies, Inc., a global 
leader for 3D Metrology, AEC 
(Architecture, Engineering & 
Construction), and Public Safety 
Analytics, recently announced its next 
generation Vantage Laser Tracker 6 
Degrees of Freedom (6DoF) Probe. 
The new 6Probe off ers exceptional 
portability and is compatible with 
FARO VantageS6 and VantageE6 Laser 
Trackers, enabling users to build, 
inspect and measure products faster 
and with greater accuracy.

The 6Probe is a cost-eff ective 6DoF 
solution that meets the dynamic 
measurement, speed, and accuracy 
requirements of the most challenging 
industrial applications. 

With kinematic self-identifying styli, 
users can now change probing tips 
quickly and measure without any 
recalibration and also measure hidden 
areas outside of the tracker’s line of 
sight, with wider acceptance angles. 
The result is an advanced tool upgrade 
designed to enhance productivity 
and effi  ciency. In fact, the typical user 
of the new 6Probe can now save at 

least 30 minutes of time on any given 
workday.

“The next generation Vantage 
Laser Tracker 6DoF Probe extends 
maximum measurement consistency 
and reliability in a variety of working 
environments, delivering best-in-
class performance through faster 
and easier probing than previous 
models,” said Leo Martinez, FARO 
Product Marketing Manager. “With 
Super 6DoF and conventional 6DoF 
probing, FARO off ers the industry’s 

most comprehensive 6DoF solutions 
available.”

6DoF and standard probing are 
enhanced by FARO ActiveSeek™, a 
feature to automatically locate and 
follow the active target. FARO trackers 
support the patented Super 6DoF 
TrackArm solution, which allows 
the Vantage and one or more FARO 
ScanArms to work together to create an 
integrated contact and noncontact 3D 
measurement system for large-volume 
measurement. With a range of up to 60 
meters (with a 4-metre reach), Super 
6DoF eliminates line-of-sight challenges 
and expands measurement range while 
maintaining superior accuracy.

The Vantage platforms off er 
comprehensive, large-volume 3D 
measurement up to 80 meters, 
signifi cantly streamlining processes 
and reducing inspection cycle times 
while ensuring complete confi dence 
in the results. The Laser Trackers 
maximise  6DoF measurement 
capabilities via the optional 6Probe, 
enabling precise measurement of 
hidden areas and small features.

Technology Update
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Artifi cial intelligence, self-driving cars, virtual reality 
gadgets, smartphones, smartwatches… We are 
surrounded by an endless list of modern technologies 
that have become a crucial part of our daily lives. With 

a promise to make things better, technology seems to have, 
over the years, taken over our lives. And, it is rapidly changing 
the way we, and even businesses across the globe, operate, say 
experts from the manufacturing industry.   

COVID-19 challenge 
Manufacturers have always had to think several steps ahead 
to outsmart competition in order to stay in business. Apart 
from clever strategies, they have employed effi  cient and 
time-saving solutions to not only stay in business, but also 
become profi table. For manufacturers, when Plan ‘A’ fails, 
they mostly have a Plan ‘B’ and a Plan ‘C’ in place. But when 
COVID-19 disrupted the global economy, industries and their 

Kimberley D’Mello 

COVID-19 has expedited a digital 

transformation in the manufacturing 

world. MSMEs, SMEs and other sectors that 

have been procrastinating about adopting 

automation, so far, will soon have to take 

a call. Automation is set to change the 

production process in terms of quality, 

quantity and effi  ciency. The pandemic-

stricken world is beckoning a change as 

automation is set to take over. The question 

to think about here is ‘Are we ready for the 

future’?     

Automation to the rescue 
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As an after-eff ect of this pandemic, many companies 
are likely to undergo major changes. D Ravi, 
Managing Director, Classic Moulds and Dies, says, 
“We are looking forward to increasing our effi  ciency 
in each department and each activity by adopting 
lean production. We are also keen to adopt new 
technologies and increase our productivity and 
effi  ciency.”  

Automation, the solution? 
A lockdown clearly isn’t feasible for the global 
economy if it’s looking to thrive. So, companies 
decided it was best to let their staff  operate from 
home. Instead of heading to the workplace, 
employees began attending productivity team 
sessions online. Even those who would travel 
distances to meet clients, for instance, those working 
in the marketing department, connected with them 
through virtual meetings. But “it’s diff erent for those 
working in the tool room as it is a manufacturing-
based activity”, explains Ravi, adding that “beyond 
certain roles, it is not possible to work from home”. 

As the scarcity of manpower, raw materials and 
other resources plagued tool rooms, how could this 
crisis be resolved? Experts believe the solution lies 
in automating the shop fl oors. 

According to Parveen Satija, Director, Stitch 
Overseas Pvt. Ltd., “COVID-19 has made us think 
and re-strategise manufacturing processes. We 

supply chains were caught off  guard. None had any 
plan to deal with a pandemic of this magnitude, 
add experts.     

Various media reported on how the world imposed 
a lockdown to contain the virus—a measure 
that resulted in temporary and, in some cases, 
permanent closure of factories, manufacturing 
units, shop fl oors, and tool rooms. Our country 
witnessed the largest migration of labour from 
urban to rural areas and the supply of raw 
materials began to get scarce. Manufacturers 
require raw materials and manpower to run their 
shop fl oors. And, with the lockdown in place, their 
non-availability became a major challenge for 
most SMEs and MSMEs, adversely aff ecting the 
production process. “The current situation and 
immediate future look very challenging. We are all 
struggling with cash crunch, machines are lying 
idle, and unavailability of workforce and raw 
materials are other concerns. The whole ecosystem 
is so uncertain. No one—including customers, 
suppliers, partners or even the government—was 
prepared to deal with the situation,” highlights 
DK Sharma, President, TAGMA India, and Business 
Head, Godrej Tooling. 

D Shanmugasundaram, Managing Director, S&T 
Engineers (P) Ltd., says, “The manufacturing 
industry in India has always been dependent on 
manpower and it continues to be so. So, when a 
pandemic like COVID-19 emerged, it disrupted 
our production process. We were unable to operate 
in an environment with limited access to manpower 
due to the lockdown. Our production lines struggled 
to be capable of reconfi guring to build the things 
we needed most in the past few months.”

Need for change 
In a world that has always adhered to the ‘Survival 
of the Fittest’ notion, it now seems like change is 
going to be the constant here. “The manufacturing 
industry around the world is impacted with no clear 
sign of revival. So, we, the tooling fraternity, need to 
learn to adapt to the changes and act accordingly,” 
Sharma adds. 

According to Paresh Panchal, CEO, CAM Tools, the 
pandemic is a testing period for everyone. “The 
one who sustains will thrive in future. The world 
may not be the same once things get back to 
normal. We must be ready to adapt to changes and 
continuously work on improving overall effi  ciency 
and productivity to be at par with our global 
counterparts,” he opines. 
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have to practise social distancing as well as manage 
manpower shortage. With these limitations, 
implementing automation wherever feasible is the 
only way. Automation—whether by way of better 
software or by process automation—will shift the 
methodology of manufacturing in a tool room. 
It can improve the quality of deliverables, and 
repeatability of process and productivity.” 

“In times like this, automation could defi nitely help,” 
Shanmugasundaram agrees, adding, “It can perform 
the manufacturing process with greater uniformity, 
while conforming to quality specifi cations. 
Automating manufacturing operations can increase 
the production rate, which means higher output per 
hour of labour input.”

Th e dilemma  
While some companies are ready to automate their 
manufacturing processes, there are others that 
are still hesitant to do so, say experts. According 
to Ravi, “The initial investment on automation is 
high. I think that’s what makes some manufacturers 
feel that it’s not a viable option. At the end of the 
day, the Return on Investment (ROI) needs to be 
justifi ed. In cases where the production volume is 
low, it is not practical to go in for automation. Like, 
in the case of tool rooms, the possibility of using 
automation is much more challenging considering 
it is not a mass production line. Here, there’s a 
need to have more low-cost automation solutions 
that will minimise the setting time, loading/
unloading time and assembly time. Unfortunately, 
our country faces a shortage of specialists, 
who can give suitable automation solutions to 
specifi c industries.”  

Shanmugasundaram opines, “For manufacturers, it’s 
always about how they can achieve the best output 
with the lowest possible cost. They have been 
understandably reluctant to turn to automation 
for several reasons. To make manufacturing 
automation work, a large capital budget is needed. 
Alongside, there is also a fear that automation will 
take away jobs.”  

However, Satija feels that to encourage 
manufacturers to adopt automation, OEMs need 
to lead the way. “They will have to handhold and 
nurture tool rooms by investing in teaching the 
best systems applicable and the automation 
practices. If tool makers earn higher profi ts, they will 
be happy to reinvest in their manufacturing systems 
and fi nally grow qualitatively with the industry,” 
he explains.  

Tried and tested      
Case 1: Godrej & Boyce  
Recently, Godrej & Boyce, the fl agship company of the Godrej 
group, had announced that its business unit, Godrej Tooling, had 
partnered with the Ordnance Factory Chandrapur, Maharashtra, 
to conceptualise and develop an indigenous automated assembly 
line for the production of Pinaka rockets. The new automated 
assembly line has not only enhanced productivity, but also comes 
equipped with advanced safety features to handle rockets fi lled 
with explosives and live igniter.

Godrej & Boyce’s journey to design and develop the new 
automated assembly line began in 2016, as Ordnance Factories 
were facing the challenge of scaling up productivity substantially 
to meet the growing demands of the defence forces. Godrej 
Tooling completed the entire project from designing a solution to 
installation and commissioning within a year. With this automated 
line, the Ordnance Factory Chandrapur has been able to quadruple 
its production capacity for Pinaka rockets. 

DK Sharma, EVP & Business Head, Godrej Tooling, shares, “The 
Pinaka assembly line was selected in view of the increased 
demand in production of Pinaka rockets and the headroom 
available for process automation. There was also a need to reduce 
human intervention in the process to ensure high productivity and 
consistent quality. Committed teams from OF and Godrej Tooling 
worked in unison to develop and integrate the new system in just 
12 months.” 

Case 2: CAM Tools  

CAM Tools also made a simple, but signifi cant, change to their 
shop fl oor by investing in machines with the Automatic Tool 
Changer (ATC) feature. “In our quest to become fully automated, 
we started investing in technologies that can reduce human 
intervention, increase effi  ciency and ensure error-free operation. 
Machines with inbuilt ATC is one such example. Thanks to our 
ATC-loaded machines, we are now able to run the same machine 
for 20 hours a day, which wasn’t the case two years ago. In fact, 
this feature has made it possible for one operator to handle two 
machines with maximum running hours,” says Paresh Panchal, the 
company’s CEO. 

“It is also very practical to have a highly automated manufacturing 
system in place during such a pandemic. With minimum workers 
on the shop fl oor, we can still achieve the same output and follow 
the social distancing norms,” he adds.  

“For our injection moulding business, we have already purchased 
robots and expect to increase our effi  ciency by 20%. We are 
going for full automation and this robot is a step towards that. In 
future, we will invest in technologies that can help us improve our 
productivity,” explains Panchal.  
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Benefi ts of automating     
Adopting automation is benefi cial in a situation where you 
don’t have suffi  cient manpower to do the job. It will help 
manufacturers deal with the shortage of labour. 

An automated system can be mounted anywhere within the 
shop fl oor, even in confi ned spaces. This will off er more space 
for the labourers to function, especially at a time when social 
distancing has become the norm.   

Using automation, manufacturers can produce products 
effi  ciently while meeting the quality and quantity demands of 
their customers.

It can easily streamline the processes and accurately produce 
the product, thereby reducing the possibility of generating any 
waste.   

Many manufacturers are hesitant to adopt automation because 
of the installation costs involved. While it may not seem feasible 
initially, in the long run, it will prove to be very benefi cial.

An automated system can constantly work at the set speed. This 
will help manufacturers produce more without having to attend 
to the system.  

Automated systems can be assigned hazardous tasks on a 
shop fl oor—a move that will protect the labourers from 
potential risks.   

Automation is the future  
Indian toolmakers and SMEs need to focus on 
enhancing their productivity, bettering the quality 
of their products and becoming more competent 
technically, believe experts. These will help 
them sail through the present crisis and make 
them future ready to reap the benefi ts from the 
upcoming opportunities. 

“Automation will be key to our sustainability and 
growth in the future. While the developed world is 
talking about intelligent manufacturing, we are yet 
to completely automate our system. Everyone in 
the industry is aware of the benefi ts of automation 
and serious eff orts are being made to implement it 
wherever feasible,” says Panchal.  

Ravi also feels that automation is defi nitely the way 
forward. “Automation has proved to be a reliable, 
effi  cient and eff ective way to boost production. And 
now, in the light of the COVID-19 situation, most 
manufacturers will turn to automation to overcome 
the manpower crisis. Owing to automation, the 
throughput time and quality of products will 
defi nitely improve,” he concludes.  
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Opinions & More 

  Please give us an overview of the challenges 

currently faced by toolmakers during the 

COVID-19 pandemic, and their signifi cance in 

hampering growth and business prospects. 

Toolmakers have faced several challenges during 
the pandemic, but these prominent ones come 
to mind. Firstly, owing to the COVID-19 outbreak, 
the country faced a lockdown from February. As 
a result, most manufacturing units had to remain 
shut, forcing labourers, including the skilled ones, 
to return to their respective hometowns. So, the 
actual challenge was only for that period of two 
to three months when the skilled workforce was 
unavailable. This did have an impact on the tooling 
industry, but it wasn’t disastrous. While the country 
was still reeling from the pandemic’s after-eff ects, 
the border issue with China cropped up. Anti-China 
sentiments began to develop. The government 
saw an opportunity to promote ‘Atmanirbhar 
Bharat’, the ‘Vocal for Local’ campaign—a move 
that is aimed at benefi tting manufacturers in 
India. The toolmaking community hopes that this 
euphoria will continue.

Secondly, we cannot organise face-to-face 
meetings with our customers and vendors. This, I 
think, is a major challenge. Our business depends 
on building long-term professional relationships 
with customers and vendors. But with social 
distancing regulations now in eff ect, the aspect 
of lending a personal touch has been eliminated.  

  How can campaigns, like ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’ 

and Production Linked Incentive (PLI) Scheme 

in the electronics sector help domestic 

toolmakers in the long run?

We have had campaigns like ‘Make in India’ earlier, 
but we are yet to see the results. Personally, 

I feel most of these campaigns are only 
campaigns. I believe that toolmakers must not 
rely on organisations, campaigns, etc. Instead, 
toolmakers must depend on their own ability. 
They need to look out for themselves.    

In 2015, TAGMA had organised a meeting at Le 
Meridien in Pune, which I think was called ‘Make 
in India’. They had a ‘question and answer’ session 
at that meeting during which I had asked: ‘Our 
honourable Prime Minister has visited many 
countries, including China, inviting them to make 
in India. Does this mean that the ‘Make in India’ 
campaign is for the Chinese to make in India or is 
it for us Indians to make in India?’ 

The reply I received from the honourable panellist 
was: “If you are not competitive enough, then 
yes, a Chinese will make in India.” After that, I 
entered into a JV with a Chinese company, set up 
a state-of-the-art tool room in Pune, came out 
of the JV for reasons of my own, the India-China 
standoff  happened, and now, in 2020, it’s a total 
turnaround. So, I feel it’s best not go by any of 
these campaigns. 

  As per estimates, ~70% of Indian tooling 

demand is being met domestically and ~30% 

through imports. What can Indian toolmakers 

do to reduce the imports?

I think that for moulds bigger than 650 tonnes, 
70% is imported and 30% is made in India. To 
reduce imports, Indian toolmakers could work 
on gaining the confi dence of customers of our 
overseas competitors. 

In India, developing the skills of the workforce is 
time consuming; the challenging task is retaining 

‘Toolmakers must depend on their 
own ability’  
“Every toolmaker is on his own and can make it on his 

own. If we focus on quality, skill development, retaining 

manpower AND, if our customers give us reasonable 

margins, reasonable payment terms and pay us on time, 

the sky will be the limit for Indian toolmakers,” says 

George Joseph, Managing Director, Kraftsman Tooling 

India Pvt. Ltd. 
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the skilled workforce. But China has a greater 
advantage—a large pool of skilled toolmakers and 
operators. Besides, the Chinese government off ers 
a lot of support to the tooling industry. I have heard 
that some countries have a separate government 
department dedicated to the tooling industry. 
China also has a large pool of subcontractors for 
machining and mould bases. Also, Chinese steel is 
cheaper than Indian steel. 

Considering all these factors going against the 
Indian toolmaker, the only saving grace will be 
the Tier 1s and the OEMs by insisting on their 
teams down the line to support local talent. 
The support by reasonable profi t margins, 
reasonable payment terms and, in some cases, 
a mutual respect between the toolmakers and 
the customers. 

  The industry is facing many hurdles related to 

availability of adequate fi nance, availability 

of skilled manpower, lack of industry-friendly 

policies and export incentives. What initiatives 

have been taken by the government and 

associations to help the industry?

As far as I know, there is no special initiative, 
specifi cally for the tooling industry, by the 
government. Maybe it’s because there’s a lack of 
awareness. However, with the associations, there 
have been many initiatives by organisations such as 
TAGMA, ACMA, etc., to keep the community abreast 
of the technologies, approach the government, 
trade shows and a lot more programmes. 

Another point I would like to highlight is that most 
Tier 1s have a global presence. They outsource 
moulds globally and their respective teams travel 
to tool rooms around the globe. They could create 
a database or organise talks/seminars/discussions/
webinars on the experiences, challenges and 
problems they have faced overseas and how 
they, along with the overseas toolmakers, have 
overcome them. 

  Most major global auto manufacturing 

countries have a strong domestic tooling 

industry. India is an exception, as a signifi cant 

part of its tooling demand is still met via 

imports. What are the reasons for this situation 

and how can we overcome it?

Most of the auto manufacturing countries HAD 
a strong domestic tooling industry. This is not 
the case anymore. In Europe, more than 90% of 
toolmakers have shut shop ever since low-cost 

toolmakers in China were given the job. Same is 
the case with the US. In India, we can hold on if 
our customers support us by reasonable payment 
terms and margins. Indian toolmakers need to 
gain the confi dence of customers by off ering 
good quality tooling. They need to combine their 
enhanced skill and knowledge with passion to 
excel in terms of quality. A combination of all these 
factors will help them succeed.

  The automotive industry is going through an 

uncertain time. What are the other emerging 

sectors that toolmakers need to watch out for?

I think toolmakers need to watch out for sectors 
such as whitegoods, caps and closures, appliances, 
and farm equipment. These would be good 
alternatives. I feel that electric cars and bikes would 
have their own set of requirements in the future.

  Industry 4.0 and hybrid manufacturing have 

been around for a long time now. Do you 

think companies will opt for automation post 

COVID-19?

I feel that mature companies will do so. But merely 
opting for automation isn’t enough, companies will 
need to understand its functioning; they will need 
to have the patience to make it work. 

I have worked for close to 10 years incorporating 
WorkPLAN on the shopfl oor. It took me around 
5 years to get the hang of it and the next 5 years 
to religiously implement it. I’m sure it could take 
lesser time for others. But, companies should opt 
for automation post-COVID.  

  What short and long-term opportunities do 

you see amid this COVID-19 crisis and growing 

geopolitical situation?

I see an opportunity in exports thanks to the 
negative sentiments of American and European 
companies towards China. This should help us 
more than the ‘Make in India’ or ‘Atmanirbhar 
Bharat’ campaigns.

If USA or Germany go in for their own ‘Atmanirbhar 
USA’ or ‘Atmanirbhar Germany’ campaigns, then 
our export dreams will fail. What I am trying 
to say is that campaigns are campaigns. Every 
toolmaker is on his own and can make it on his 
own. If we focus on quality, skill development, 
retaining manpower AND, if our customers give us 
reasonable margins, reasonable payment terms 
and pay us on time, the sky will be the limit for 
Indian toolmakers. 
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  Please tell us about your company and its  

products? 

Roctool is a technology company based in 
France. We are a team of innovators with a 
number of patents to our name. We specialise 
in rapid heating and cooling of moulds to 
give superior surface quality and enhanced 
properties. 

  Roctool is a Heat & Cool moulding 

technology that allows you to reach part 

perfection and new design possibilities. 

What challenges does your company resolve 

for the industry?  

Well, to begin with, what is every moulder 
and mould maker’s nightmare while proving 
a tool? Flow marks? Weld lines? Low gloss? 
Filling issues? Dimensional instability? Texture 
replication? Overall part aesthetic quality? We 
help toolmakers overcome and eliminate these 
challenges. This is achieved by rapidly heating 
the cavity surface, in a few seconds, during the 
injection cycle. This is done using the induction 
heating principle (see diagram).

We assist the customer right from the initial 
stage. Before starting the project, our experts 
at Roctool, France, study the part and check the 
feasibility. In case it is not feasible due to part 
geometry, complexities or other reasons, we 
inform the customer. Our technology delivers 
high gloss levels and excellent part quality, 
which eliminates the option of painting in most 
cases. The quality of parts from reprocessed 
material is very high.

  As a solution provider to toolmakers, what 

are your suggestions to them to improve 

their effi  ciency and productivity?

I have not interacted much with Indian 
toolmakers. However, from the little that I have 
observed, I feel that they need to be more 
innovative. Learning about new technologies 
can defi nitely help them think out of the box.  

Like in every other profession, a toolmaker’s 
effi  ciency and productivity can enhance over a 
period of time. But, for that, toolmakers need to 
work in the same profession in order to better 
their skills. Indian toolmakers switch their 
profession barely after a few years of experience 
in the fi eld, while their European counterparts 
tend to stay in their line of work for almost their 
entire career span. This works to the European 
toolmaking industry’s advantage, as they are 
equipped with highly skilled personnel.  

  What are the new technology developments 

in the tooling industry? 

You could say that automation is a new 
technology development in the tooling 
industry. Its usage has become prominent in 

‘Toolmakers need to work in the 
same profession in order to better 
their skills’ 
“Indian toolmakers switch their profession barely after a 

few years of experience in the fi eld, while their European 

counterparts tend to stay in their line of work for almost their 

entire career span. This works to the European toolmaking 

industry’s advantage, as they are equipped with highly 

skilled personnel,” says Remy Voog, Business Development 

Manager – Injection (Europe, UK and India), Roctool.
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Europe. It is high time India adopts automation 
post-COVID-19 too.  

  How do you see the Indian market? How 

important is India for you?

India is a growing market and is defi nitely 
important for us. Overall, the Indian tooling 
industry has been growing at a steady pace 
despite many limitations. Nobody can avoid the 
Indian market now. 

  The automotive industry is going through 

an uncertain time. In your opinion, what are 

the other emerging sectors for toolmakers 

apart from the automotive industry?

I think that electric vehicles, including electric 
cars, bikes, cycles, and buses, will defi nitely be 
a big market for the tooling industry to explore 
in future. 

  Industry 4.0 and hybrid manufacturing have 

been around for a long time now. Do you 

think companies will opt for automation 

post COVID-19?

Industry 4.0 is a very powerful tool. It can 
change the future of the industry. Post-
COVID-19, it will be a mistake if toolmakers do 
not opt for it. 

  What will be manufacturing’s new normal 

be after COVID-19’? 

Toolmakers’ new normal post Covid-19 
will be defi ned by more effi  cient tracking 
and monitoring systems. There will be 
immense focus on automation, i.e., effi  cient 
use of ATCs, robots for job changes, 
increase the operators’ skill to handle more 
machines at a time, and ensuring social 
distancing at the workplace. 
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Godrej Tooling has taken up digital projects to enhance its 
operational effi  ciency and eff ectiveness. Its products and services 
are digitally enabled too. Being a build-to-specifi cation B2B 
business, it uses CAD/CAM/CAE/3D scanning/3D printing and 

MS CRM extensively as a technology platform in its business. While projects 
like Shop/Machine IoT, RPA, Live Dashboards and Design Automation have 
been implemented for operational effi  ciency and eff ectiveness, IoT–Bogie 
Line Assembly and IoT–Connected Die are implemented for digitally-
enabled products and services. 

The company’s focus has been to do some value addition by means of 
digital projects and cover all the functions of the business unit—starting 
from marketing to dispatching of dies. All the digital projects undertaken 
to improve the performance of the business unit as well as the products 
and services are interconnected and complement each other, making them 
stand out from competitors. To implement these projects, Godrej Tooling 
chose the agile method, which helped them to get the right feedback 
from end users at the right time. This method also helped them make the 
necessary changes to get better end results.

Th e digital projects 
1. Shop/Machine IoT (Integration with ERP)   
This umbrella initiative of IIoT, which was implemented at the engineering 
and manufacturing shop, is aimed at helping the company increase its digital 
presence in its operations, i.e., right from order booking to dispatching. This 
project is interconnected with the other digital initiatives.

Over the last few years, businesses 

spanning across industries have 

witnessed a shift towards digital 

transformation. Captivated by the 

manner in which it has changed the 

way businesses operate and deliver 

value to customers, several world 

leaders have expressed profound 

interest in digital transformation. 

Like their global counterparts, 

the Indian government, too, is 

adopting a digital outlook and is 

encouraging various industries to 

leverage on the power of digital 

products. Godrej & Boyce has 

also employed several digital 

transformation initiatives, which 

have received tremendous support 

from all its strategic business units.

A Digital Revolution  
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The Hour Accounting reported shop employees were 
looking for a way to eliminate manual data entry 
through data loggers on machines. However, what 
started as a small idea eventually turned into massive 
project. Now, it covers all the functions where 
one can:

 Track cost in real-time at every stage against the 
budgets and estimations

 Check whether the project is moving as per 
schedule

 Auto generate documents like BOMs, budgets 
and estimations

Copyright Application No.: 16865/2020-CO/SW Filing 
Date: 27th October 2020

 Process sheets and plan purchase orders using 
RPA Technology

 Eliminate human data entry delays and errors 
using QR Code scanners 

 Integrate with machine spindle start/stop to get 
the correct OEE 

 Integrate with EAM to generate the Work Order 
Request on breakdown of machines

 Integrated with Power BI to generate Live 
Dashboard reports for all sorts of analytics.

2. Design Automation

(Die Casting Design)  

The company has developed a 
die-casting die-design software, 
which reads 3D product data, 
customer std, library data base, 
user inputs and all design 
formulae to develop the die layout 
in 3D, which is denoted as output 
in the adjoining image. The user 
has the option to make specifi c 
changes, if needed, and proceed 
to the 2D drawing. The company 
has designed some dies using 
this software and has observed 
a reduction in design time by 
25%. The software also has other 
benefi ts such as reduction in 
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manual errors and reduction in manual checking. 
As indicated in the above image, Godrej Tooling 
has sought to copyright the software, which will be 
horizontally deployed to another LOB. The software 

3. IoT – Bogie Line Assembly  

The digital/IoT element-based solutions off ered to 
the railways included QR code generation, printing, 
sticking and scanning for traceability of complete 
assembly, and child and parent data. It facilitated 
capturing torque information and storing it on a 
cloud database, which would ensure easy retrieval of 
data and off er scope for data analysis. The software 
also made it possible to showcase real-time data. For 
instance, it showcased the station-wise inventory 
of bogies, number of bogies assembled per shift 
against plan, etc., on the production dashboard. This 
helped in maintaining better uptime and production 
monitoring. 

has 12 steps in the die design process of which four 
require high skill in die designing. The company has 
automated the same. 

The solutions off ered by the Tooling Division to the 
Railways was to help increase their output by 100%. 

List of solutions provided by the tooling division: 

A. Transfer of components through trolleys 
B. Bogie rotation manipulator 
C. Streamlined assembly fl ow 
D. High-precision transducerized power tools 

improve operator effi  ciency and quality
E. Daily system generated production dashboard 
F. Automatic generation of component tracking 

and torque report. 

IOT – Connected Smart Die 
The company has sought a patent on smart features 
on dies. These features will help users of die-casting 
dies, who face downtime, rejections and premature 
failures owing to poor die functioning or incorrect 
operating conditions. The smart features on dies 
will alert them when functioning is not within the 
permissible tolerance band on selected parameters. 
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These are some of the smart features: 

 Focus on using advanced technology 
and I4.0 elements to improve quality and 
reliability, thereby reducing dependence 
on humans

 Ensuring 10% to 20% higher die life and 
uptime results in min 10% lower per piece 
cost

 Real-time data accessibility with analytics 
releasing supervision and managerial 
capacity 

 Improved reliability, uptime and life of 
products through timely alerts to correct 
process violations 

 Increase in productivity of user resources 
by elimination of minor stoppages and 
unforeseen breakdowns by condition 
monitoring 

 Enhanced safety through smart Poka Yoke 
features in the product 

 Improvement in product as per data 
acquired through constant monitoring. 

About Author

Shailesh Untekar, is currently working as Associate Chief Manager 
(IT/Digital) at Godrej Tooling. He has over 15 years of experience and is 
currently  looking after the IT/Digital Projects of Godrej Tooling.
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Choose digital, choose the right drill

Fewer than 30% of manufacturers have extensively adopted 

Industry 4.0 technologies, according to responses to a new report. 

But, manufacturers’ reluctance to go digital might have to change 

if they are to adapt to an unpredictable future. Here, James Thorpe, 

global product manager at Sandvik Coromant, the global leader in 

metal-cutting tools, explains how, by combining advanced software 

with the correct machine tools, manufacturers can digitalise 

profi tably, and on their own terms.
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Most machines are connectible to the network, 
and there are adapters for older machines to make 
them compatible. In other words, Industry 4.0 can be 
integrated easily, even with legacy hardware.

Predictable wear
Machining Insights is designed to give manufacturers 
greater visibility of machining processes and provide 
information to identify and eliminate downtime and 
ineffi  ciency. This includes during periods of largely or 
fully-automated processes.

Tool technology in practice
As manufacturing becomes increasingly 
automated, unpredictable tool life is more of 
an issue. In Korea, an automotive manufacturer 
experienced this exact issue and worked with 
Sandvik Coromant to improve tool life.

The CoroDrill 860-GM is suitable for all 
applications where hole quality is critical. 
This includes aerospace, general engineering, 
oil and gas, nuclear and renewable power. 
Its optimised reliability is also proven in 
automotive production, including the drilling of 
engine blocks, casings, fl anges and manifolds.

The application used the CoroDrill 860-GM to 
drill through holes for automotive transmission 
connectors. Overall, eight 8.2 mm (0.32”) 
diameter through holes were drilled into 
each component that measured a depth of 10 
mm (0.39”). The previous tool produced 200 
components, 1600 holes in total, with a cutting 
speed (Vc) of 80m/min (3102 RPM) and cutting 
feed (Vf ) of 381 mm/min. In comparison, the 
CoroDrill 860-GM produced 2300 components 
(18400 holes) with a Vc of 100m/min (3878 RPM) 
and Vf of 814 mm/min.

The result was a signifi cantly improved tool 
life of 1150%, and a productivity increase that 
lowered the overall costs-per-part.

As well as facilitating longer tool life, these 
tools can deliver increased cutting data and 
therefore enable faster cutting rates. In fact, 
an engineering company in Lancaster, Ohio, 
US, was able to achieve a 57% faster cutting 
rate when using the CoroDrill 860-GM versus a 
competitors drill. The application used the tool 
to drill sensor housing components made from 
304 stainless steel — 11 holes in each, 6.6 mm 
(0.260”) in diameter.

The Industry 4.0 & Smart Manufacturing 
Adoption Report by IoT Analytics suggests 
that the Industry 4.0 technology uptake 
is still low among manufacturers. Given 

that the advantages of Industry 4.0 are now so 
well-understood, why aren’t more manufacturers 
digitalising their processes?

One perception is that applying Industry 4.0 to 
existing production setups is expensive when, 
actually, it doesn’t have to be. Another reason for 
the slow uptake is that manufacturers see no reason to 
upgrade their existing tooling set-up and processes. 
If it isn’t broken, why replace it? Manufacturers in this 
category may be unsure of how Industry 4.0 fi ts into 
their established way of doing things.

The truth is, automated Industry 4.0 technologies 
can greatly benefi t manufacturers’ bottom lines. For 
instance, Sandvik Coromant has found that a 20% 
increase in machine utilisation can provide a 10% 
higher gross profi t margin and automated systems 
can massively increase machine uptime.

Automated equipment can also support the growing 
trend for machining with limited, or no, human 
supervision — particularly amid the pandemic. As 
stated in a recent Pricewaterhouse Coopers (PwC) 
report, COVID-19: What it means for industrial 
manufacturers, “For companies vulnerable to a 
viral outbreak within their ranks, this would be a 
critical time to explore a proactive deployment of 
automation technologies.”

Today’s Industry 4.0 technologies, including sensors 
and machine learning can also be benefi cial in 
minimising the number of production stops. Again, 
increasing profi t. This includes stops needed to 
replace worn tooling, like drills.

Previously, operators had to rely on manual 
monitoring to detect wear in machine tools. PwC’s 
report points towards the Industrial Internet of 
Things (IIoT) as an alternative. An example of this 
is Sandvik Coromant’s latest CoroPlus® Machining 
Insights platform, an expansion of the company’s 
CoroPlus suite of connectivity software.

Using Machining Insights, CNC machines can 
connect through Ethernet and transmit information 
at higher volume than they can currently. 
This includes manufacturing data to improve 
workshop effi  ciency and overall equipment 
eff ectiveness (OEE). And this isn’t limited to 
new machinery.
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Let’s face it, one of the biggest threats to production 
is unpredictable tool life. For a tool to properly 
support automated production, limiting continuous, 
controllable wear and eliminating discontinuous, 
uncontrollable wear are the keys to success.

Sandvik Coromant’s specialists had this in mind 
when developing the CoroDrill® 860 with enhanced 
-GM geometry, a new design solid carbide drill 
that’s optimised for a wide range of materials and 
applications, across all industry sectors.

Unique approach to design
For Sandvik Coromant’s specialists, the key to longer 
tool life is not limited to the amount of time a tool 
spends in use, but the drill design itself.

The CoroDrill 860-GM has an innovative, polished 
fl ute design. The ground-breaking design improves 
the evacuation of chips and yields greater hole 
quality, while also helping to reduce heat build-
up and cutting forces while drilling. Other key 
features of the drill’s design include a reinforced 
core and corner chamfers, edge preparation to 
remove cutting micro defects and a double margin 
to enhance drilling stability. The drill’s point is 
also designed with refi ned clearance angles and 
improved surface quality.

Go online
To increase tool life, manufacturers must invest in 
Industry 4.0 technologies, like Machining Insights, 
to monitor wear. That said, they must not overlook 
investing in strong tooling to begin with. Sandvik 
Coromant’s CoroPlus® Tool Guide simplifi es tool 
selection. By accessing the online application via a 
web browser and the entering workpiece material and 
application, users can fi nd the best solid round tool and 
cutting data for their requirements.

Meanwhile, along with Machining Insights, Sandvik 
Coromant’s digital machining portfolio includes 
CoroPlus® Process Control, a process control solution 
comprising both hardware and software. The solution 
monitors machines in real-time and automatically acts 
according to defi ned rules, rather than just providing 
an alert. Actions can include stopping the machine in 
case of a collision, or replacing a worn tool.

There are countless productivity, profi t and 
maintenance advantages available to machine shops 
that are willing to overcome their reluctance to 
embrace Industry 4.0. Through the correct use of these 
technologies, manufacturers can go digital on their 
own terms — and be within the 30% of manufacturers, 
cited in IoT Analytics report, that are prepared for an 
unpredictable future.

Maxima Servo 500Maxima Servo 850
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Automation in XXL

Fischer Werkzeugbau, like many East German 
companies, looks back on an eventful 
German-German history. In GDR times, there 
was already a metalworking company situated 

where Fischer is now located, which manufactured 
woodworking tools, technical knives and saw chains 
for chainsaws. After the reunifi cation, this company, 
as a whole, was not able to compete with similar 
companies from West Germany. For this reason, 
founder, Hartmut Fischer, decided to complete a 
management buyout: He transferred the toolmaking 
operations of the state-owned company to his private 
ownership. By doing this, Fischer saw potential for the 
continued existence of the department. “Our good 

fortune at the time was that we had a brand-new 
wire EDM machine from the Swiss company, Agie, 
now GF Machining Solutions. People in the West 
were quite surprised that we had such a high-quality 
machine. That’s how I was able to fi nd customers 
in the West. From then on, we grew, got more and 
more customers and took on more complex tasks. 
Even today, our wire-cutting and die-sinking EDM 
machines are still from GF because of their precision 
and reliability.” 

Today, Fischer Werkzeugbau has over 80 employees 
and manufactures injection molding tools and 
punching tools. Customers, who come to Fischer 
with the CAD data of a component, receive an off er 
after only a few days and the tool itself can be ready 
around 8-10 weeks later.

“With internal design, production and testing 
facilities, we are vertically fully integrated—and that 
is something very special,” explains Silvia Fischer, 
Managing Director at Fischer GmbH. “Our process 
is mapped in Siemens NX, from design to CAM 
programming, which is very effi  cient: We design, 
manufacture and test the tool within a few weeks. We 
are very well equipped in all these areas, for example, 
with eight own designers and our own 4000kN PME 
production press.”

Automation in XXL format—in batch size 1
“Money is only earned when the machine is running,” 
explains Hartmut Fischer. “That is why, we switched to 
the Mikron HPM 1850U. The machine can be used for 
the fi ve-axis simultaneous Milling of components—
and it has another decisive benefi t. While we already 
automated large parts of our other milling processes, 
the size and weight of the base plates kept us from 
automating in this area as well. This has now changed: 
The HPM allows us to clamp workpieces up to 1,250 
mm by 1,000 mm on three exchangeable pallets.”

The Mikron HPM 1850U’s fi ve simultaneous axes offer a travel range of 1,850 mm x 1,400 mm 
x 905 mm, 360° in the rotary table and a swivel range from -20° to +120°. Despite this, the 
positioning accuracy is sometimes even signifi cantly better than 10 μm.

Fischer GmbH, a toolmaker from Geringswalde in Saxony, Germany, has recognised the 

advantages of GF Machining Solutions’ Mikron HPM 1850U Milling solution, which helps the 

company to manufacture base plates for the largest tools using Automation.
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The machine can switch between these automatically, 
which results in various advantages: Not only do 
clamping and unloading run parallel to machining 
time—the machine mills, while an employee 
loads the pallets—but this solutions also enables 
unmanned shifts. Fischer applies a three-shift system 
with a reduced night shift. Thanks to Automation, 
full productivity is maintained even at night and 
when required on weekends. Hartmut Fischer is 
sure: “Automation isn’t only something for serial 
production, as many claim. We can’t confi rm that. The 
time saved during retooling, the unmanned shifts—it 
all pays off , even with batch size 1.”

Ready for unmanned operation
“The Mikron HPM 1850U was designed as an 
automated machine through and through,” explains 
GF sales engineer Frank Seifert. “This is already 
obvious when you look at the tool magazine. Diff erent 
workpieces on the pallets often require diff erent tools 
and space is needed so that these and any necessary 
sister tools can also be fed automatically.” The Mikron 
HPM 1850U has a tool magazine with 238 positions. 
This allows Fischer to produce all combinations of 
parts automatically.

Perfect ergonomics even with heavy 
workpieces
The Mikron HPM 1850U is also easily accessible by 
crane, meaning that all pallets are always accessible 
for heavy workpieces. But a focus was also put on 
the operator: stairs or gratings were avoided, as were 
high platforms. The pallets in the two set-up stations 
can be hydraulically lowered to a comfortable 
working height and turned through 360 degrees. 
The lifting and lowering movements of the pallets 
are very well damped and do not interfere with the 
Milling process.

Solid frame
A special feature of the Mikron HPM 1850U is its 
design. Instead of a concrete bed cast on site, its 
one-piece cast iron frame stands on three legs. The 
eff ect is that of a tripod: the frame does not tilt. The 
machine has a high rigidity of its own and does not 
need to rely on the foundation for this.

“In the past, we used to have to tear down walls 
to install a new machine,” recalls Hartmut Fischer. 
“Fortunately, since we have installed large doors 
in the new hall, this is no longer necessary. But I 
remember exactly how heavily such construction 
work restricted us back then. That’s why it was a 
relief that no separate foundation had to be built for 
the Mikron machine. The frame construction avoids 
a lot of things: noise, pollution, and the constant 
communication with the craftsmen.”

High accuracy
The sheet metal parts to be produced with Fischer 
tools have high precision requirements for very 
complex contours. As they need to be manufactured 
in the tool across several stages, the required 
dimensional accuracy increases considerably. The 
tolerance chain begins in the base plate. In order to 
manufacture it precisely, an appropriate machine is 
required. This is exactly what GF Machining Solutions 
off ers: The CNC Milling machine HPM 1850U was able 
to fully meet the quality expectations in the plate 
area over 1,000 mm.

“A very precise machine has to be stiff ,” explains Frank 
Seifert. “This is because it’s absolutely necessary to 
avoid expansion and torsion during the machining 
process.” These occur in every machining centre as a 
result of mechanical loads and thermal infl uences. 
How far a body expands depends largely on its 
size and shape. The designers at GF Machining 
Solutions have created an extremely rigid, low-
torsion machine design with a well thought-out 
machine concept.

The swivel axis of the Mikron HPM 1850U also allows optimum access 
to the workpiece from the side. A high surface quality is achieved 
even during simultaneous machining. The Step-Tec Spindle offers full 
torque even at low speeds.
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From left to right: Frank Seifert, Silvia Fischer and Hartmut Fischer in front of the 
Mikron HPM 1850U.

After reunifi cation, a wire EDM machine from GF Machining Solutions played a key 
role in enabling Hartmut Fischer to build his company. Today, Fischer GmbH still uses 
EDM machines from GF Machining Solutions.

An employee uses a crane to swivel the base plate onto a changing 
pallet while the Mikron HPM 1850U continues working. No stairs or 
gratings are needed.

The Mikron HPM 1850U has a tool magazine with 238 positions. This means that 
suffi cient tools and the sometimes necessary sister tools can be stored, even if the 
individual pallets have different requirements.

GF Machining Solutions meets this challenge with, 
among other things, a one-piece machine bed. 
Two levels and a guide distance of over 800 mm 
in the X-axis guarantee absolute torsional rigidity 
and stability during roughing. This is particularly 
important when heavy workpieces cannot be 
clamped centrally on the rotary table and the table 
is turned. The symmetrical design and a jacket-
cooled spindle ensure that no thermally induced 
inaccuracies occur. The expansions, therefore, have 
almost no infl uence on the position of the tool in the 
X and Y-axes—and in the Z-axis, they are suppressed 
by the constant temperature.

A further measure is the use of particularly precisely 
manufactured bearings in the axes. This allows 
an arrangement as locating/locating bearing as 
opposed to a fi xed/loose bearing. The preload 
resolves this remaining redundancy, which in turn 
increases the rigidity. As a result, a repeatability 
precision of 6 μm X, 5 μm Y and 4 μm Z is achieved 
despite the size of the machine. A positive side 
eff ect of the increased rigidity is the optimum 
cutting values of the tools.

Million-fold production
The Mikron HPM 1850U from GF Machining 
Solutions enables the production of large, yet 
precise individual parts from batch size 1 and is, 
therefore, used for base plates. The advantage 
lies in Automation. With tools from Fischer GmbH, 
punchers can produce millions of components for 
our daily lives—making automated mass production 
a cornerstone of our prosperity. 
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